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Elf school is out! Let the countdown to Christmas begin!No more gingerbread geometry for
these little elves! It's June 25th, Leon's Day, and the halfway point to Christmas! That means elf
school is out and it's time to get ready for Christmas!Whether you're kicking off the Christmas
season or ready to teach your little one the gift of giving, this festive tale is sure to bring the
heartwarming spirit of Christmas to any time of year!Join these cute little elves and Leon the
koala in this summer Christmas story filled with yummy recipes, life lessons, and new
vocabulary!

From School Library JournalGrade 2–4—Narrated by a contemporary African-American girl, this
wordy story tries too hard to bridge cultures by making a traditional Chinese custom acceptable
to the child's skeptical black grandmother. At a parade celebrating the Chinese New Year, Sugar
and Grandma watch the dance of a bouncing, colorful dragon whose bright cloth is held on
poles by Daddy, identifiable only by his red shoelaces, and a diverse crew of community
members. After Sugar ties her father's shoelaces, the bumpy dragon finds its rhythm. While the
bright, watercolor paintings convey the dragon's initial clumsiness, much of the two-dimensional
art in the naive style lacks a focal point to attract readers' eyes. The story of making the dragon
dance is a thin metaphor for multiculturalism: "It takes a while to learn to dance together," Daddy
concludes at the end of the parade. The book's didactic message may be most useful in
collections with a need for picture books about Chinese-American and African-American
relations.—Julie R. Ranelli, Kent Island Branch Library, Stevensville, MDCopyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorKay Haugaard studied Art History at the University of
Oregon, then moved to Pasadena, California with her husband. There, she acquired her
Master's degree in Comparative Literature at Occidental College while raising her three sons
who are now grown. Kay still lives in Pasadena where, over the years, she has written three other
books: Myeko's Gift, China Boy, and No Place. The Day the Dragon Danced was inspired by a
Chinese New Year parade that she attended in Monterey Park, California. Carolyn Reed Barritt
received an art degree from Macalester College and worked for 15 years as a graphic designer
and art director in Michigan and Washington State before returning to her roots in painting and
fine art. Carolyn painted the illustrations for The Day the Dragon Danced while living with her
husband as the caretakers and sole winter inhabitants of a small island at the edge of the North
Atlantic. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Inside FlapSugar and her Grandma
are going to the Chinese New Year’s Day parade, but Grandma is skeptical about New Year’s in
February and scary dragons. Sugar has learned all about what to expect from her teacher Miss
Peng, though, and is more than ready to try dragon beard’s candy and watch her daddy dance in



the New Year’s dragon.Finally, after all the other floats drive by, the huge red and gold dragon
pokes his head around the corner and dances down the street. Sugar tries to remember which
shoes are her daddy’s, and realizes the dragon isn’t dancing so well… Sugar’s quick thinking
saves the day and the dragon’s dance, and everyone in the community is ready to celebrate the
new lunar year. As the dragon dancers emerge from beneath the dragon, Sugar recognizes her
neighbors, including shopkeeper Mr. Chu, barber Mr. Johnson, teacher Mr. Gonzalez, and her
own African-American daddy. Kay Haugaard’s exuberant storytelling and Carolyn Reed Barritt’s
equally colorful and lively paintings perfectly embody truly multicultural celebration of our
American melting pot. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Leon’s Day A SummerChristmas StoryWritten byIllustrated by NicoleJasmine NataleBaileyM¯
aori. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Indigenous inhabitants of New Zealand, the language of the indigenous 
inhabitants of New ZealandKia ora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hello, greetingsaroha. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
lovewh¯anau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .familyT¯en¯e koutou. . . . . . . . . . . .Maori greeting to two or more
people Kei te p¯ehea koe? . . . . .How’s it going?P¯ohutukaw . . . . . . . . . . . .New Zealand’s
Christmas tree Pihikete. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .bakes or cookieFor Noël and Nicholas, my favorite little
elves –NNThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the
product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual persons,
living or dead, events, or locales is entirely coincidental.Copyright © 2020 by Joy Holiday
Publishing LLC 
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Brent Vermilion, “Spirit of Christmas Meets Cuddly Creatures. Colorfully illustrated! A warm
reminder to the spirit of Christmas”

JK1212, “Super Cute!. Super cute story and lots of fun book extras like "How to Celebrate
Leon's Day," and recipe for Maori Kisses (cookie).”

Sophia Kouidou-Giles, “A primer to Maori Christmas. Lovely illustrations by Jasmine Bailey and
text by Nicole Natale. A very festive children’s book written in the spirit of Christmas. I can
imagine this as a primer for the Maori language for a family who lives in the North hemisphere
and is travelling with young children to New Zealand. It’s a great way to introduce basic
vocabulary and animals unique to the setting, braiding familiar Christmas activities (snow on the
slopes of a mountain, forests, chocolate, candy canes and koala games, among other scenes).
The illustrations are fine and match the text well. Magic dust, games in the snow, Koalas and
other animals get acquainted with Mike and Lizzie, the elves, and Leon the koala. The spirit of
generosity and the magic of holidays in June prevail and a new tradition starts: Celebrating
Leon’s Day like Christmas, on June 25th every year. The story ends with an activity: use the
recipe to make Maori delicious cookies.”

I heart cats, “Sweet story about compassion and giving. This story is about elves on vacation in
New Zealand. For adults it's a sad story knowing the real heartbreak of the wild fires that
ravaged forests and killed so many animals. The story doesn't focus on the devastation, but
instead focuses on the compassion of the elves to lift up the animals and to give back to them.
It's got a cute twist about Leon the Koala that ties into Christmas in the Summer. Such a cute
story with adorable animals and rhyming that kids always love.As a bonus, this book introduces
you to some local terms used in New Zealand and even provides a cookie recipe you can make
with your kids!”

Acorn, “Delightful, Well Produced Story. I love children's book that make adults smile. The words
'quaint' and 'cute' come to mind when thinking how to describe the story and the book. The
illustrations are delightful and fit very well with the story to create a coherent package. I read it to
a 4yo who is no bugging me to make Mauri Kisses. You'll have to read the book to find out what
they are - hint: you eat them :)”

Anna Tankersley, “Unique Christmas Story. This is a unique Christmas story about elves on
vacation in New Zealand. The story focuses on the compassion of the elves to the animals. The
illustrations are excellent, and as a bonus, the author introduces readers to the Maori language.
The story ends with a recipe for the reader to make Maori cookies! This is a great book for
children.”



Krystal, “Sweet Children Story for A Summer Christmas. I've heard of Christmas in July, so it's
wholeheartedly original, but it's a cute idea. It follows a storyline where the Coala saves the day.
This picture book is in various forms and it has a simple cookie recipe in it. Obviously, by the
book cover, you can see it's appropriate for 2 to 7-year-olds. I think eight-year-olds may have
grown out of it. Lovely children's story.”

Grahame Cossum, “Lovely. Great little story mostly about caring for animals.It's more than that
but If I say any more there would be no need for you to find out for yourself.The illustrations are
top notch and really add to the overall pleasure of the book.I now have a real need for a mauri
kiss (you will have to buy the book to find out what that's about)Recommended.”

The book by Nicole Natale has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 27 people have provided feedback.
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